Open to all players from U 11 to U18
Participants will compete in a series of three events designed to test the limits of their skill and endurance. Each
event will be worth points towards the overall champion in each division. These events will all take place for all
divisions on Monday morning at Rutland Sports Fields. Each gender/age group will be slotted a start period and will
go to each event as a group. At the end of each event the awards for that event will be handed out. The final
Tournament Champion match will take place after all three events are completed for the age group.
.
The events are:
1. Punt, Throw, Kick Competition
2. Cannon Competition
3. Goalie War Challenge

The groups will be gender and age group specific.
10 Points for 1st 7 points for 2nd and 4 points for 3rd in each event.
The 2 top point getters over the three events will compete for Goalie Wars Champion.
There will also be awards in each division for each event.

Format
Each Division will be birth year and gender specific. (However, if there is a shortage of numbers, some years may
be combined.) Each of the divisions will be assigned a start time together and meet their guides, who will take the
divisions from event to event. These guides will answer any questions keepers may have, tabulate scores and award
medals and plaques. Players must check-in with their guides at the allotted time and, once the group starts any of the
events, late keepers will be eliminated with no refunds allowed. It is hoped that each group will take the least
amount of time to go through the competition in this format.

When all three events are done, each group will have one championship challenge for 1 st and 2nd ranks above.
Monday, July 1st, 2019
U11-U12 will check-in at 8am and start at 8:30am
U13-U18 will check-in at 10am and start at 10:30am

Gender

Team Name

Coach Name

Cost is $30 per keeper.

Player Name

Birth
Year

